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Abstract: The recent introduction of smart glasses through media spurred new concepts of service
support systems. Especially in the domain of Technical Customer Services (TCS), the opportunity
to access information hands-free provides additional benefits. However, due to the novelty of the
technology besides various technical issues the question of usefulness is of vital importance. To
date, little research provides guidance for researchers and practitioners. Goal of this contribution is
to systematically elicit functionalities of smart glasses to offer an overview of the emerging technol-
ogy and apply the functionalities to requirements of the TCS to investigate the benefits of smart
glasses in this domain. Therefore, a multi-method approach for the elicitation of 20 features has been
conducted followed by mapping the features to 36 previously derived requirements. In total, the
contribution can serve as guidance for the strategic evaluation of smart glasses supporting service
processes.
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1 Introduction

Due to recent technological advancements in hardware and software, the character of IT
transformed from an attached commodity to the center of new product and service ideas
[BLM14]. Especially services whose work is performed in the field, such as Technical
Customer Service (TCS) processes, may profit from mobile devices [AH10]. Mobile ser-
vices enable technicians to directly capture information more quickly and more precisely,
while they are performing maintenance, inspection or repair tasks [Le11]. So far, mobile
solutions mostly have been implemented in the form of handheld devices, however,
handheld devices are not the likely end of the mobile computing innovation vector [Lu13].
Emerging technologies such as smart glasses are discussed to support complex service
processes [HE15].

Although the potential induced by traditional head-worn-displays has already been dis-
cussed in research in the field of maintenance [HM05, HF09, LP98, RBH03], still only
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few scientific papers exist that address smart glasses. Especially in the professional con-
text, such wearable devices meet the need of workers that are not able to use handheld
devices due to the nature of their work, e.g. when free or clean hands are mandatory
[LH14]. There is a need of studying emerging technologies such as smart glasses in a
business context, since manufacturers tend to focus predominantly on consumer markets
and requirements. Therefore, in our paper, we study the impact of smart glasses on tech-
nical customer services. With this, we aim to lead the emerging technology to its full po-
tential in business processes and as a consequence to foster service innovation.

The scope of our work is a structured identification and classification of functionalities of
smart glasses as to date there is no typology known from literature. However, to conduct
an ex-ante evaluation of smart glasses in the context of TCS which we envision in the
paper at hand, such a typology is needed. The rationale for this ex-ante evaluation is that
an early evaluation and documentation makes it easier for researchers to communicate
intermediate products of a Design Science Research (DSR) process to the research com-
munity. With this, not only consensus on the relevance, novelty, and importance of a cho-
sen problem domain can be build early in DSR processes [SB12]. Other researchers can
build upon this rigorously developed knowledge right away, without waiting for the in-
stantiation of the IS prototype itself. This is why we validated the potential usage of smart
glasses for TCS processes through our approach.

As a result, we hope to both provide a solid foundation for further research activities as
well as insights relevant for the practical application of smart glasses in enterprise settings.
In more detail, our contribution to research is twofold. First, we develop a taxonomy of
functionalities of recent smart glasses. Second, we map them to requirements in the TCS.
This in turn leads to a strategic decision-making basis for the introduction of smart glasses
in companies. With the help of this, functional management is equipped with an instrument
to decide – based on their specific requirements – whether smart glasses create value and
what functionality contributes to that value. With our research, we fill two research gaps.
First, to the best of our knowledge, no taxonomy of smart glasses technology and their
functionalities have been published so far. Second, also the actual impact on business cases
in the TCS area has not been discussed in the Service Science literature until now which
we do in our contribution. This provides a fertile ground for future research concerning
the design of smart glasses systems in TCS carrying out the system design and ex-post
evaluation.

Against this background, the questions that guide our research are: RQ1: What function-
alities do the emerging technology smart glasses offer? and closely connected to the pre-
vious question: RQ2: Are the requirements of the TCS addressed by the capabilities of
smart glasses? To address our research questions, we proceed as follows: In Section 2, we
give an overview on our methodical approach which also introduces the structure of this
paper. In Section 3, we give background information about TCS processes. In Section 4,
functionalities of smart glasses are explored. Further in this section, we will examine
whether smart glasses create value for the TCS. In Section 5, we discuss our findings,
conclude our approach and point to future research.
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2 Research Model

As our research focuses on the design of an artefact to support the service processes of the
TCS we follow a DSR approach [cf. Pe07, SB12]. As SONNENBERG AND VOM BROCKE
suggest, we conducted an ex-ante evaluation before constructing the artefact itself [SB12]
to validate e.g. system designs, requirements or guidelines [Of10]. Thus, as shown in Fig-
ure 1, we follow a two-step approach: (1)We analyze the support technology smart glasses
and their functionalities (technological perspective). After that, we conduct an ex-ante
evaluation to validate whether smart glasses act as technology to support the TCS, (2) we
establish the relations between the two aspects via a mapping that allows us to derive the
impact of smart glasses on TCS. With the ex-ante evaluation, we validate on the one hand
the applicability and the suitability of using smart glasses to support the identified require-
ments and, hence, the TCS process. On the other hand, while mapping the requirements
with the smart glasses functionalities, we implicitly also evaluate completeness, correct
level of detail, internal consistency and applicability of our derived smart glasses taxon-
omy [SB12].

Figure 1. Research model referring to SONNENBERG& VOM BROCKE [SB12]

In previous work, requirements of TCS were elicited by observing 77 TCS processes (one
process = one customer order) of a leading company in the intralogistics sector in Ger-
many. The processes obtained maintenance, repair, and adjustment and consultation or-
ders. A detailed description of the research methodologies and their findings has already
been published in [Ma13].

Due to the novelty of the smart glasses topic, we had no access to practitioners with real-
life implementation of a smart glasses system and just a few scientific papers have been
published. For this reason, we decided to elicit the functionalities from a systematic liter-
ature review (cf. [BR09, WW02]) in the classical IS databases as well as investigate a
market analysis of the smart glasses that are already available or announced to be available
in 2015/2016 (cf. Section 4). The search term “smart glasses” was used. Querying the
databases returned 211 hits, which were reviewed in respect to title, abstract and keywords
(if available). We excluded articles if they do not focus on smart glasses defined in terms
of augmented reality, mobility or head-worn displays. Thus, 169 papers were classified as
out of scope and five duplicates were eliminated. This revealed a total of 37 relevant arti-
cles. This set of articles contains theory-oriented papers [RBI15, cf. Wa14a] as well as
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application-oriented papers [Gi12, cf. He14b] also listed in the mentioned databases. The
remaining articles were discussed by the research team. By the analysis of the papers for
smart glasses functionalities another nine papers were excluded. We excluded papers if
(1) they did not address functionalities in an IT-related sense or if (2) they provided mere
hardware descriptions such as the weight or battery life that did not count as a feature in
our analysis or if (3) they provide pure project descriptions or business-oriented use case
descriptions lacking a sufficient level of detail were excluded. After implementing the
exclusion criteria, 28 papers remained. Passing on to the analysis of our search results, in
a first step, we assigned keywords to the articles in a process comparable to open coding
[CS15]. In this process, we identified key features of smart glasses and assigned corre-
sponding keywords (codes) to the articles such as e.g. “GPS Navigation”. Due to the rea-
son that there are only a few scientific papers found and the publishing process sometimes
has a longer time to succeed than the announcements of new technologies from the man-
ufacturer of new information technologies, we decided to complete and double check the
list of smart glasses features with a market analysis of the existing and announced smart
glasses. Therefore, we analyzed the 10 most recent and most relevant smart glasses spec-
ifications. To include all current and future features, we used a mixture between already
released smart glasses and announced ones that are likely to be release within the next 2
years. For the collection of the features official websites and specifications were used.
After having identified the single features of smart glasses, we clustered them inductively
into groups [Ma10].

To answer the question whether smart glasses have an impact on the TCS, we analyzed if
the functionalities do meet the requirements for mobile support systems in TCS. Hence,
in a team of four service experts, we matched the functionalities with the TCS require-
ments. All experts share a Service Science background.

3 Technical Customer Service Process

For the development of a service support system for the TCS, it is necessary to identify
and structure underlying requirements based on service processes. For this purpose, a ref-
erence maintenance process is used as initial point for service activity description. Figure
2 represents a reference maintenance process in the field of the TCS.

Figure 2. Reference maintenance process of the TCS [Da15]

The first phase of the service process starts with the initiation which is usually triggered
by a service request induced by the customer. This phase can in turn roughly be distin-
guished into the sub-processes customer request management in which the TCS receives
the service order in form of claims, repair or supply requests from customers and the
equipment management composed of scheduled maintenance and on-request maintenance
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[LX96]. However, since both activities are heavily intertwined, we do not further distin-
guish between them as separate steps. After the initiation, the scope of the service order
is defined which builds the foundation for the service planning phase. The appropriate
service technician is informed about the symptoms obtained from the customer himself or
the service center as point of contact [LX96]. Aiming to fulfil the determined goals, re-
quired resources such as spare parts or tools need to be checked for service delivery. Fol-
lowing the planning of the forthcoming service tasks, additional control measures need to
be considered and the ascertainment of the service delivery begins. For this purpose, dates,
specific work orders and the required resources must be provided and prepared [Da15].
During realization phase, the service technician delivers his work order in physical ap-
pearance on the service object at the customer’s site [MBM03]. The process ends with the
controlling phase comprising the analysis and reflection of the service delivery, with re-
spect to the quality and productivity of the service technician’s activities [Da15]. In the
latter, the controlling phase is dropped as it is a cross-departmental function that only
indirectly benefits from smart glasses.

4 Functionalities of Smart Glasses

Within the 28 publications, a consolidated number of 20 features, consisting of a combi-
nation of hardware and software components, were mentioned. Except for a Temperature
Gauge-feature, which was presented as special feature within one paper, all of them were
mentioned in at least three publications. The most mentioned features include Voice
Recognition, Picture and Video taking as well asGPS Navigation and Information Search-
ing.

Figure 3. Categorization of functionalities

When it comes to categorizing the functionalities, we clustered them into six groups by
their topical closeness: the identified groups (1) Tracking and (2) Glasses Interaction in-
clude features existing on the device itself working with sensors; (3) Environment Identi-
fication and (4) Picture and Video contain features operating at the environmental range
close to the device; (5) Information Provision and (6) Advanced Communication comprise
features working also in far distance e.g. via internet connection (cf. Figure 3).
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Feature Description Literature
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Temperature
Gauge

Measurement of the ambient temperature. [Ka13a]

Health Track-
ing

Tracking of health activities by measuring for ex-
ample the heart rate using sensor components.

[Be14, He14a, Ov13, Wa14a, Wi13]

GPS Naviga-
tion

A navigation system that provides location infor-
mation.

[Go13, He14a, Vu13, Wa14b, Wa14a, Wi13,
He14b, Ka13b, Ka13a, Mu12, Ol13a, Ol15,

Ov13, RBI15]

(2
)
G
la
ss
es
In
te
ra
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n

Hands-free
Content
Navigation

Navigation without using hands, in order to carry
out commands or browse content.

[Ca13, Da14, Ol13b, Ov13, Vu13, Wa14b,
Go13, He14a, He14b, Ka13c, Ka13b, Ka13a,

Mo15, Ol13a]

Voice Recog-
nition

Receiving and interpreting dictation, or under-
standing and carrying out spoken commands.

[Be14, Ca13, RBI15, Si13, Vu13, Wa14b,
Wa14a, Da14, Gi12, He14a, He14b, Jo14,

Mo15, Na13, Ov13]
Gesture
Recognition

Interpretation of human gestures via mathematical
algorithms in order to carry out commands.

[Be14, Da14, Fo13, He14a, Jo14, Mc15, Na13,
Ol15, Ov13, Wi13]

Eye Tracking
Measurement of either the point of gaze or the
motion of an eye relative to the head. It can be
used for either analysis or navigation.

[Be14, Ov13, Wa14b, Wa14a, Wi13]

Head Tracking
Monitoring the head movement. This allows mov-
ing the camera in the same orientation as the

user’s head does.

[Ca13, Jo14, Ka13a, Mu12, Ol13a, Ol15, Vu13,
Wa14b]
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Identification
of Objects

Using camera function to identify, track and rec-
ognize objects.

[Be14, Ca13, He14a, Mu12, Na13, Ox14,
RBI15, Si13, Wa14b, Wa14a]

Identification
of People

Using camera function to identify, track and rec-
ognize people.

[Be14, Go13, He14a, He14b, Ov13, Ox14, Si13,
Wa14a]

Night/
Thermal Vi-
sion

Collecting the infrared radiation from objects in
the scene to be able to see in low light conditions.

[Mu12, Ov13, Ox14]

(4
)
P
ic
tu
re

an
d
V
id
eo

Pictures and
Video

Taking pictures and videos using the internal
camera.

[Be14, Ca13, Ol13a, Ox14, Vu13, Wa14b,
Wa14a, Wi13, Gi12, Go13, He14b, Ka13c,
Ka13a, Ma14, Mc15, Mo15]

F
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R
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ge
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(5
)
In
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rm
at
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n
P
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on

Search
Information

Search for information based on search terms,
pictures etc.

[Be14, Ca13, Ov13, RBI15, Wa14a, Da14, Gi12,
Go13, He14a, He14b, Mo15, Mu12, Na13]

Contextual In-
formation

Collection and analysis of data about a device's
surroundings in order to present relevant, actiona-

ble information.

[Be14, Ca13, Da14, Fo13, He14a, He14b, Jo14,
Na13]

Real-time
Statistics

Compiling of real-time statistics about relevant
information and displaying them.

[Be14, Ca13, Fo13, He14a, Ka13a, Ol15, Wi13]

Information
Overlay/
Application

Adding additional information by overlaying vir-
tual objects upon the user view of the real world.

[Be14, Gi12, He14a, Mu12, RBI15, Wi13]

(6
)
A
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an
ce
d
C
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m
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ic
at
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n Textual

Communica-
tion

Send and receive textual messages using commu-
nication channels such as e-mail in conjunction
with input mechanisms such as voice recognition.

[Ca13, Gi12, Go13, Ka13b, Ka13a, Mo15,
RBI15, Vu13, Wa14a]

Video
Conferencing

Communication of the user with two or more
other users by real-time bidirectional video and

audio transmissions.
[Ca13, He14b, Mo15, Wa14a]

Real-time
Translation

Translation of foreign languages on-the-fly and
displaying subtitles.

[Be14, Go13, He14a]

Live Stream-
ing

Video content is sent in compressed form over the
Internet and displayed by the viewer in real time.

[Da14, He14a, Ka13a, Mo15, Mu12, Ol15,
Ov13]

Table 1. Overview of smart glasses features from literature

Noteworthy about the categories is that although theGlasses Interaction is a support func-
tion and is not completely distinct from the other groups, it forms a separate group as the
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interaction with the emerging technology is one of the key factors for its success. Further-
more, the Picture and Video functionality led to its own category as it was the most men-
tioned feature. Table 1 provides further information for the introduced features with a short
description, the group they were assigned to and the supporting literature that initially
mentioned them.

Within the 10 smart glasses that were analyzed, we found that most but not all of the
features from literature are mentioned. Especially in Tracking the features Temperature
Gauge and Health Tracking as well as Identification of People and Night/Thermal Vision
are not found on the 10 smart glasses analyzed. We explain that mainly by the specialness
of the first two and privacy concerns for the last.
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(1) Tracking

Temperature Gauge 0

Health Tracking 0

GPS Navigation x x x x x x 6

(2) Glasses
Interaction

Hands-free Content Navigation x x x x x x x x 8

Voice Recognition x x x x x 5

Gesture Recognition x x x x x x 6

Touch Recognition x x x 3

Eye Tracking x 1

Head Tracking x x x x x x x x x x 10

(3) Environment
Identification

Identification of Objects x x x x x 5

Identification of People 0

Night/Thermal Vision 0

(4) Picture and Video Pictures and Video x x x x x x x x x 9

(5) Information
Provision

Search Information x x x x x x x x 8

Contextual Information x x x x x x x x x 9

Real-time Statistics x x x x 4

Information Overlay/Application x x x x 4

(6) Advanced
Communication

Textual Communication x x x x x 5

Video Conferencing x x x x 4

Real-time Translation x x x 4

Live Streaming x x x x 4

Total 13 12 6 9 4 9 9 9 9 14

Table 2: Overview of smart glasses and features from market data

An additional feature was found that was not mentioned in literature before which is Touch
Recognition. This feature enables the smart glasses to track the contact to virtual object
that are projected. Therefore, a depth camera is needed to enable the measurement of hands
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distance. It can be used for virtual graphic user interfaces and interaction with virtual ob-
jects. Regarding groups, we included the new feature in Glasses Interaction. An overview
of the found features and the smart glasses is given in Table 2. We put an x when the
feature is mentioned for the smart glasses.

4.1 Using Smart Glasses to Support Technical Customer Service Processes

In the previous sections of this chapter, several functionalities of smart glasses have been
identified and described. To investigate whether those functionalities support the service
technician better, it has to be analyzed whether the functionalities do meet the require-
ments for mobile support system in TCS. We repeated the incremental approach of first
working independently and then consolidating the results that we already used for Table
1. The results are shown in Table 3.Within the analysis we put an “x”, if the functionalities
of smart glasses create added value. No “x” is stated, if the functionality does not offer a
direct benefit. For example, Glasses Interaction – e.g. Hands-free interaction – can be
helpful with almost every process step and requirement, but we just put an “x” when the
requirement concerns a work step where the technician needs his hands for another activity
as like repairing the service object or environmental circumstances such as soiled hands
occur. For example, the Filling-out assistant for forms and reports could be used with
handhelds, with just winking or voice control, to fill in the invoices, but there is no direct
advantage compared to using a handheld keyboard. However, concerning the Electronic
checklist for customer service operations or the Interactive assistance for customer service
operations, hands-free interaction helps to communicate with the device while operating
at the service object. Finally, we used an “(x)” if the benefit is not evident in the first place
but under certain conditions. Regarding an overall of 36 requirements, we conscientiously
evaluated and discussed every mark. In the following three examples are given.

First, regarding the requirementDiagnostic function for maintenance objects,we detected
a beneficial influence by Environment Identification, Information Provision and a minor
influence by Tracking. This is due to the fact that along the service process the technician,
first of all, has to identify the service object by Object Recognition. Second, he has to
investigate the object which can be assisted by Information Provision in form of an infor-
mation overlay of non-visual parts of the machine or next service steps. Conditionally, the
Tracking can be beneficial as for instance the room temperature can be tracked and might
be an indicator for the systems malfunction.

Second, considering the requirement Electronic checklist for customer service operations
an aid is created by Glasses Interaction, Environment Identification, Information Provi-
sion and Tracking. When the technician arrives at the customer-site the checklist is auto-
matically shown based on Tracking (e.g. GPS Navigation) and leads him through the ser-
vice process. The ability of Glasses Interaction with hands-free content browsing and
Voice Recognition allows the hands-free navigation through the checklist.
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Customer complaint management (x) 1

Localized information (x) 1

Order description (x) 1

Returns management (x) 1

Diagnostic function for maintenance objects (x) x x 3

Electronic checklist for customer service operations x x x x 4

Interactive assistance for customer service operations x x x x 4

Interface for the parameterization of maintenance objects x 1

Preview function of documents x 1

Remote diagnosis functions for maintenance objects x x 2

Scan function for optical and electromagnetic codes x x 2

Updating information resources x x x x 4

Electronic spare parts procurement x x x 3

Linked information objects x x 2

Plausibility check for data collection x x 2

Search and call of structured and unstructured data x x 2

Intelligent disposition x x 2

Filling-out assistant for forms and reports x x x (x) x 5

News service x 1

Proactive information provision x x 2

Proactive order provision (Management of orders) x x x 3

Real-time transmission of order-related data x 1

Real-time communication with int. and ext. Actors x 1

Service-related Key Performance Indicator measurement x x 2

Updating of the knowledge database x x x 3

Updating of the service history x (x) x 3

Opportunity to influence the disposition x 1

Support of weakly structured processes x x 2

Forecast function for resource and tool requirements (x) x x 3

Local contact persons (contact info, kind of knowledge) x x 2

Reminder function for appointments x x 2

Report error x x 2

(Partially) automated document creation x x x 3

Decision support for customer service x 1

Management of suggestions for improvement x 1

Preparation of cost estimates (x) x x 3

Total 17 8 17 11 19 5

Table 3. Coverage of the requirements by smart glasses functionalities

So, working with both hands and concurrent information supply via checklist enhance the
technician. On top the Information Provision via Contextual Information offer additional
information directly when needed. Finally, Environment Identification is useful in terms
of Object Recognition as it can be used for identification of the serviced object and might
automatically check items on the checklist when the completion is detected.
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Third, one requirement is Report Error which deals with the demand of immediate help
when something goes wrong. Advantages of smart glasses attached to this requirement are
Advanced Communication as well as Picture and Video. In case of an error, the need for
timely expertise is crucial to prevent further damage. Therefore, Advanced Communica-
tion with Video Conferencing is beneficial as a colleague or supervisor can be called and
with Live Streaming the Point-of-view is transferred which enables the technician at site
to show the current problem. On top he can document the problem by taking pictures or
videos.

Interpreting Table 3, the greatest impact can be achieved by fulfilling requirements con-
cerning the operations at the service object; for example Electronic checklist for customer
service operations and Interactive assistance for customer service operations. In addition,
requirements that concern the feedback linked to the service operations as for example
Updating information resources or Filling-out assistant for forms and reports are as well
considered positive. Expected as the most value-creating functionalities are Information
Provision, Environment Identification and Tracking. This could be explained, analogous
to the statement concerning the requirements that the biggest benefit occurs while operat-
ing at the service object. The Advanced Communication is not as value-creating as the
others. This might be due to the fact, that the service technician is able and encouraged to
perform independently. Additionally, the added functionalities as for example through In-
formation Provision decrease the need for additional communication even further. The
small benefit of Advanced Communication could be explained by the fact, that the inter-
action with the device is beneficial in situation where hands-free interaction is needed, but
due to the other functionalities, such as Environment Identification or Information Provi-
sion, the communication happens partly automated. Finally, there are four requirements
that do not directly benefit from the functionalities of smart glasses. This could be ex-
plained by the fact that those four requirements are solely linked to the first two phases
Initiation andDefinition of Scopewhere the focus of the technicians is on customer contact
and planning, mostly operated at the service center and not at the point of service.

Although most requirements benefit from the support through smart glasses, there are pro-
cess steps were smart glasses might have negative implications. The service process com-
prises a lot of documentation which at first do not seem more natural on smart glasses,
depending on the model of the smart glasses and their display size. This documentation
work is already implicitly included in requirements, for instance, Updating of the service
history or Automated document creation. Using smart glasses, these requirements can di-
rectly be met (video, audio, environmental identification etc.). Hence, in future research
we will analyze which influence the benefit of the features of smart glasses on the one
hand and the disadvantages of their limited display size at the other will exert on the over-
all acceptance and satisfaction of the service technician. However, when it comes to doc-
umentation the use of smart glasses might also have negative impact as the different input
methods do need some kind of adaption phase. Further, they might not satisfy the user
when he is forced to insert information as text.
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5 Conclusion and Outlook

Based on a literature review and smart glasses manufacturer’s data, we derived and deter-
mined relevant features of smart glasses regarding the TCS. In order to check the applica-
bility and usefulness of smart glasses and to make sure that smart glasses functionalities
support the service technician better, we examined the capabilities of smart glasses by
satisfying the existing requirements for mobile service support systems. According to our
results, the greatest impact using smart glasses can be achieved by fulfilling requirements
concerning the direct operations on the service object (e.g. a machine that is to be re-
paired). The service technician has the ability to process the service order while wearing
the support system instantaneous in front of his eyes. So, he can receive information while
working and without stopping the service delivery as it would require interacting with a
traditional handheld device. The most value-creating functionalities of smart glasses are
expected in Information Provision, Environment Identification and Tracking. These are
features that are inevitable for the service technicians while operating at the service object.

A limitation of our research is that our insights are not based on the real use of smart
glasses in the TCS since experiences in that direction that are backed by large datasets of
real use cases are not yet available. Therefore, we go the first step into this direction in
describing smart glasses functionalities and confronting them with requirements from the
TCS. In doing so, we pave the way for further research and implementation activities with
the ultimate goal of evaluating smart glasses in the TCS domain in real-world field studies.
As part of our future research, we will also address the potentially negative effects that
smart glasses may exert on work processes. For example, the customer may feel disturbed
by a technician with a camera mounted on his head that may affect the customer loyalty.
Some companies might even forbid devices with cameras due to confidentiality concerns.
Also, regarding the ergonomics of smart glasses, some questions remain open. Since in-
formation and data are presented immediately in the service technicians’ field of vision, a
reduction of head and neck movements during repair can be achieved as there is no need
to turn to a handheld display [HF11]. Further, the investigation of the actually perceived
positive effects in terms of ergonomics would also require real-world experiments and the
result may be highly dependent on the concrete tasks. However, our research results are
still valuable since they form the basis to easily generate hypotheses regarding the value
of smart glasses which then can subsequently be confirmed or rejected. This, in turn, may
be highly dependent on the characteristics of the cases that are going to be analyzed. It,
thus, requires a lot of future research effort to finally come up with a valid theory of smart
glasses impact on TCS which finally may be formulated e.g. as an explanatory design
theory [BP10]. Our results contribute towards the development of such a theory.

All in all, the main contribution we provide is twofold. First, the systematical analysis of
smart glasses functionalities (RQ1) and creation of a taxonomy can be used for further
research and deal as foundation of a state-of-the-art. Second, the application on require-
ments in TCS (RQ2) enables a more deeply understanding of why the emerging technol-
ogy might change the field. Consequently, the impact on the theoretical work on TCS in
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future certainly has to keep the technology in mind. The practical impact of the contribu-
tion is that it might support decisions about using functionalities of smart glasses in terms
of the requirements that they help to address. Even if many questions about the acceptance
of smart glasses and the design of a system are still unanswered, this contribution can
provide answers to the question about the general usefulness of smart glasses in TCS.
Consequently, a responsible manager could use the contribution to match their own re-
quirements with the ones given and determine whether smart glasses are beneficial.
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